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Listeners, the food questions just keep on rolling in. As fast as your
Aunt Sammy answers one week's batch, presto — the mailman "brings in a whole
new "batch.

The cake -makers are some of the most constant questioners,
up more problems -- even in hot weather.

They think

"Please tell me," writes one of these cake-makers — "Please tell me
if egg whites whip best when they are very cold — just out of the refrigerator."

"No," answers Dr. Elorance King of the Bureau of Home Economics, "Eggs
whip to a larger volume and beat more rapidly if they are at room temperature —
that is, around 75 degrees than when they are chilled." So, if you are planning
a cake, better take the eggs from the ice-box an hour or so ahead of time and
let them stand on the kitchen table to take the chill off.

"How can I be sure when a cake is done?" asks another listener.

You can tell when a cake is done by looking at it, by listening to it,
and by making a couple of very simple tests. That may sound like odd advice,'
but let me explain. Of course, a reliable recipe will give you an idea of the
time the mixture will need for baking. Then you can tell a good deal about the
cake's doneness by the way it looks. If it has baked enough, it will have risen
to its full height and have a delicate brown crust. If it is a butter cake, it
will have shrunk slightly from the sides of the pan. And it will have stopped
the "singing" sound cakes make when baking. You can also test it by pressing
the top very lightly with your finger. If the cake is done, the surface will
spring back after pressing. But if the imprint of your finger remains, prob-
ably the cake has not baked enough. Finally, you can make the good old reliable
straw test," as grandmother used to do. She used to break a straw from her

broom and stick this down into the cake. If the cake was done, the straw would
come out clean and dry. If the cake needed further baking, the straw would come
outwith traces of sticky dough clinging to it. Modern cake-makers often use
a wire cake-tester instead of a straw. But straw or wire, the test is still an
accurate one. By the way, of course you know that you make these tests before
taking the cake from the oven. A cake that is moved out of the oven before it
is done is likely to fall.

Third cake question:
top or the bottom grate?"

"Where should the cake be set in the oven — on the

Answer; Place the cake as near the center of the oven as possible. If
it is too high in the oven, the top of the cake will brown before the under part
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has time to rise and finish taking. If the cake is placed too low in the oven,

the bottom is likely to burn before the top has baked enough. And if you set

the cake too near the side of the oven, it will not bake evenly either.

When you are baking a layer cake and using two grates, have these grates

as near the center of the oven as possible, and set the pans so that one will not

be directly over the other. Cake baked on the upper grate may have to be put on

the lower grate at the end of the baking in order to brown the bottom. Sometimes
the pans need turning during baking to brown all sides evenly.

So much for the cake-makers and their questions. Now for the questioners
who have been asking a.bout cooking garden vegetables.

Writes one: "Will you give me some information about steaming vegetables?
I bought an expensive steamer because I was told that steaming kept all the
valuable minerals and vitamins in the vegetables. But now I find that although
steaming may save food value, it spoils the color of green vegetables and the
flavor of other vegetables, especially cabbage."

This listener has hit upon one of the problems in vegetable cookery.
Steaming is. a good method of cooking to conserve food vaJue — the food value
that dissolves in the cooking water. But flavor and appearance count, too —
count a good deal if you want the family to enjoy their vegetables. So steaming
and the so-called "Waterless" cookery, which both require a covered kettle, are
not ideal methods for cooking green vegetables or the strong -juiced vegetables
like cabbage and cauliflower and onions. Green vegetables keep their green best
if they are cooked rapidly in a small quantity of boiling sa,lted water — with
no lid on the kettle. Steaming or baking in a tight container spoils the green
color. Then, steaming retains the flavor of vegetables so is not idea.1 for those
that have a strong flavor to begin with. Several vegetables do steam very nicely,

though. Among these are carrots, wax beans, turnips, squash, parsnips, potatoes
and sweetpotatoes, and beets — if you don't mind the slightly longer time it
takes to cook them.

Another question about cooking vegetables. "Please tell me why some
recipes suggest adding oil or other fat when cooking greens?"

Fat added to greens in cooking gives them a shiny appearance, adds rich-
ness and a different flavor. Southern cooks, you know, usually cook greens and
also green beans with bacon or pork. The Italians use olive oil in cooking many
vegetables. Other cooks use good meat drippings. This is just another way to
vary the appearance and taste of these cooked vegetables.




